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TAP Release Notes 1.2.1.7 
 

This page details the bugs that were fixed in the 1.2.1.7 release. 
 
 
 
 

 

Feature Enhancements 
The following enhancements have been implemented in the 1.2.1.7 release. 
 
Enhancement: Currency validation was added as a part of the TAP-TeamConnect Integration. Previously, TeamConnect 
decimal fields could be mapped to TAP text fields with decimal and numeric validations.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1274 

Additional Detail: This enhancement was developed as a part of support case 2019-0522-528719.  

 
Enhancement: When creating a form in TAP, users now have the ability to search for and select matter information (like 
matter name or matter ID) and see the respective matter information pre-populate other form fields. They can further edit 
the information while referencing previously submitted matter details.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1558 

Additional Detail: This enhanced feature affects Admins and End Users. Admins have the ability to configure forms and 

create workflows that pull TeamConnect information into form fields and automatically pre-populates the information for End 

Users. Learn more about this feature in our Client Success Center. 

 

Resolved Issues 
The following items have been resolved in the TAP 1.2.1.7 release. Each issue is documented in the following format: 

• Issue: A brief description of the bug that was fixed. 
• Tracking Code: Internal tracking code for internal Mitratech folks to reference. 
• Salesforce Case Number: Curious if your bug was fixed? Copy your Salesforce case number and search for it on 

this page. 
 

Issue: When using eSignature support and dynamic form field for attachments, only PDFs were correctly organized and 
sent in the order in which they were attached. When client attached a Docx file, the file is incorrectly ‘dropped’ to the 
end of the document. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1223 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0219-508564 

 

https://success.mitratech.com/TAP/TAP_Solutions/APIs_and_Integrations/TAP%2F%2FTeamConnect_Integration#Pre-populate_TAP_forms_with_TeamConnect_matter_fields
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Issue: An outdated version of our third party software, AngleSharp, resulted in client not being able to save workflows 
across many tenants. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1230, TAPSUP-1350 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0814-547260 

 
Issue: Only users with Super Admin rights were able to edit NDAs. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-973 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0507-525298 

 
Issue: An email was not sent to respective users when their name was added to a comment in the collaboration stage 
using @Name. This issue occurred in environments that accessed their environment using SSO and not via  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1085 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0606-532135 
 
Issue: Alternate Language feature within a form did not display selected languages. The respective language 
checkboxes did not use alternate languages. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1097 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0611-533169 
 
Issue: TAP Sign allowed cancelled records to be signed.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1172 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0625-536290 
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